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The structure of idempotent probability measures on compact

topological semigroups is well known (see, for example, [2], [4], [7]

and [9]). However, the statement in [8] that the methods of [7] can

be used to obtain identical results when the semigroup is only semi-

topological (i.e. the multiplication is separately rather than jointly

continuous) is misleading, since the minimal ideal of a compact semi-

topological semigroup may not be closed [l, Chapter IV, Example

7.I]. In this note, it will be indicated how the convolution decomposi-

tion of a probability idempotent may be achieved in the semitopologi-

cal case.

Let 5 be a compact semitopological semigroup. For each continu-

ous function f on S and each pair x, y of elements of S, we write

xf{y) =f{xy) and fx(y) =f{yx). If v is a Radon measure on 5 we put

v{f) =ff{x)dv{x), and define vf{x) =v{fx) andfv{x) =v{xf); the functions

„/and/, are continuous (see [3]). If X is any other Radon measure on

S, the mapping {x, y)—>f{xy) is measurable with respect to the product

measure \®p (see [5] or [ó]), and (using the Fubini Theorem) we

may define the convolution product X * v by writing

X * v(f) = jf{xy)d\ ® v{x, y) = \{fr) = v{xf).

It is well known (see [3]) that the space of measures becomes an

algebra under convolution.

We take a fixed idempotent probability measure p; thus, p*p=p,

p*tO, and \\p\\ = p{l) = 1. As the methods we use are familiar, we shall

only sketch the proofs. The first step is to describe the support of a

convolution product, and the result is Lemma 4.1 of [3].

Lemma 1. // X and v are positive measures, the support supp(X * v) of

\*v is the closure of the product suppX- suppj» of the supports of X and v.

It follows that supp/x is a semigroup. Therefore we need only con-

sider the restriction of p to supp/u, and to simplify our notation we

shall assume 5 = supp/x. For each continuous function/on S, we write
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Lemma 2. (i) Iff^O and „/„ = 0, thenf=0.
(ii) „/„ is constant.

(iii)  The minimal ideal K of S is dense in S.

The proofs are modeled on some of Glicksberg's [3], [7].

(i) From Lemma 1, S.S, and so S.S.S, is dense in S. If/ = 0 and

/^0, we can find x, y, z in S such that f(xyz)>0, whence M/„(y)

=fff(xyz)dp(x)dp(z) > 0.
(ii) Let ,,/„ attain its supremum at aES. Then

ufÁa) = ̂ fp-'M) = J J *Mxay)du(x)du(y) è J J „Ma)dp(x)dp(y)

= /tM^),
whence Mf„(a) = „f,,(xay)(x, y ES). So ,/„ attains its supremum every-

where on SaS^K. By symmetry, „/"„ attains its infimum on ii, and as

K^0, „/„ is constant.

(iii) If /^O and / vanishes on K, then for yEK, 4Áy)

—fff(xyz)dß(x)dß(z)=0 since xyzGÜ. By (i) and (ii) / = 0. Thus K
is dense in S.

Lemma 3. For owy probability measure v, p*v *p=p.

Let / be continuous, and let k be the constant value of „f„. Then

ß*v*ß(f)=v(Jp) =v(k) =k, which is independent of v. Thus, ß*v*ß
=ß*ß*ß=ß.

We must now describe the structure of the minimal ideal K of S.

Proofs of our assertions may be found in [l, see in particular Theorem

3.5 of Chapter II j.
There must exist an idempotent e in K. Then Se = Ke is a minimal

left ideal of S, while eS = eK is a minimal right ideal; eSe = eKe is a

group, which we will denote by G. Each of these three subsemigroups

of S is compact, and multiplication in each is jointly continuous; G

is even a topological group. The set E oí idempotents in Ke is com-

pact, and is a subsemigroup of Ke with multiplication eie2=ei. The

corresponding subsemigroup F of idempotents in eK is compact with

multiplication/if2 =/2. The product EGF in S is equal to K, and each

x in K has a unique expression in the form x = e'x'f with e' in E, x' in

G and/' in F. Because FeQeKe = G, Ke=EGFe = EG. In the same

way, we see that eK = GF.

Theorem. The measure ju can be expressed in the form ue * pa * Mf

where jug has support E, ug is the (normalized) Haar measure of G, and

Pf has support F.
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Let 8, be the measure defined by §<■(/) =/(e). First we use Lemma 3

(takirg v = 8t) to obtain p * 8e * p * 8e=p * 8e, so that p * 8e is idem-

potent. According to Lemma 1, the support of p * 8e is the closure of

Se; we have observed above that Se = EG is itself compact and is a

jointly continuous semigroup. We may apply known results (specifi-

cally, Proposition 3.1 §C of [7]) to conclude that p * 8e=pE*pa

where pE has support E and p <? is the (normalized) Haar measure of

G. A parallel argument proves that 8e * p=pa * pF, where the support

of pF is F. Applying Lemma 3 again with v = 8e * 8e = 8e, we obtain

p = p * 8e * 5« * p = pE * po * pa * pf — PE * PG * PF,

for po, being the Haar measure of G, is itself idempotent.
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